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How to evaluate a data centre
portfolio?
•
•

Robust data centre demand in top-tier DC cities unfulfilled by abundant supply from
other cities due to network limitation
Customer mix with internet and cloud players provides higher growth visibility

We like top-tier DC cities and cloud customers. We interviewed 10+ Chinese data centre
(DC) operators and concluded that location, customer mix and business model are the
critical factors in evaluating a data centre portfolio. Our research suggests that data
centres in top-tier DC cities will enjoy robust growth despite market concern on oversupply. A customer mix with internet and cloud players will provide higher visibility due to
pre-commitment. We also prefer wholesale to retail data centres as the former is gaining
market share.
Data centre demand unfulfilled by lower-tier DC cities. Overall data centre utilisation rate in
China is c.50%. However, the demand for data centres in China mainly comes from Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen (collectively called “top-tier DC cities”) with 80%+
utilisation for established data centres. Supply from lower-tier DC cities is abundant with a
low utilisation at around 20-50%. Our study suggests that demand will not massively shift
to lower-tier DC cities in the next 3-5 years due to network constraints.
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Region data centre supply-demand in China (2018)
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Investment summary

W

e interviewed 10+ Chinese data centre operators accounting for 70%+
market share to identify the critical factors for evaluating a data centre
portfolio. Based on our research on the supply-demand and market
dynamics, we concluded that (1) data centres in top-tier DC cities will
enjoy robust growth, despite market concerns of oversupply nationwide; (2) a customer
mix with internet and cloud players will provide visibility due to pre-commitment as well
as co-location benefits for long-term growth, even with lower margins initially; (3) we
also prefer wholesale data centre to retail data centre operators, with the former gaining
market share.

Data centres in
top-tier DC cities:
robust growth

Our research identified that location is one of the most critical factors for a data centre
portfolio’s value, after analysing the supply-demand dynamics of the data centre market
in China. While there are concerns of oversupply in China’s data centre market due to an
overall utilisation rate of c.50%, there is a geographical mismatch of supply and demand.
We expect the industry to grow at c.20% per annum (p.a.) driven by surging demand
for cloud and internet services. The demand for data centres’ services are mainly from
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen (collectively called “top-tier DC cities” in
this research report). However, supply of new data centres in these cities is limited due to
scarcity of land and power supplies. We believe that the utilisation rate is high at c.80%+
for established data centres in top-tier DC cities and demand will continue to grow at 2030% p.a. The estimated demand for data centres will be 832k cabinets, which is 33% (or
205k cabinets) higher than the forecasted capacity of 627k cabinets in 2018.

Overall demand
unfulfilled by lowertier DC cities

On the other hand, supply from “lower-tier DC cities” (cities other than Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen and Guangzhou) is abundant due to supportive policies of providing land and
power at discounted costs. However, utilisation remains sub-optimal at around 20-50%.
Demand for data centres in top-tier cities is unlikely to shift to lower-tier DC cities in
the next 3-5 years. Going forward, ultra-large and large data centres under construction
(mainly located in lower-tier DC cities) will account for 85% of the new supplies. Data
centre players with expansion plans in top-tier DC cities will be more valuable.

Stable prices despite
abundant supply in
lower-tier DC cities

In top-tier DC cities, we expect prices to remain stable in the next few years due to supply
shortages. In lower-tier DC cities, prices are more dependent on electricity cost which is
the largest cost component but also relatively stable. Our study reaffirmed our view of
stable pricing in China’s data centre market despite abundant supply in lower-tier cities.
Price leaders are telecom operators as they have the largest market share. They lease
some of their data centres to third parties providing retail data centre services.
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Cloud and internet
customers provide
growth visibility

We estimate that cloud service providers and internet companies account for c.80% of
data centre demand. (1) According to Alibaba Cloud, the infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
cloud service market is growing at 100%+ p.a. This will be the major growth driver for
data centre services and accounts for c.70% of the new demand for some major data
centres. (2) Cloud service providers, internet companies and application developers (such
as e-commerce players, multi-media content providers, digital payment companies and
location-based service applications developers) demand strong network infrastructure
support, data storage capacity and data processing power. In general, they pre-commit
data centre capacities before construction, giving data centre operators much higher
visibility on growth and investment returns. (3) Strategic anchor tenants could attract
other customers with premium pricing and returns. For example, Tencent may attract
other game developers to co-locate in the same data centre. This co-location benefit will
also raise overall returns in the long term. (4) Strong customer relationships would also
allow them to expand into lower-tier DC cities, with secured orders and utilisation rates.
Despite concerns of lower initial margins, a data centre portfolio with a mix of cloud and
internet customers should be favourable for long term growth.
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Introduction

W

e interviewed 10+ Chinese data centre operators accounting for 70%+ market
share to identify the critical factors for evaluating a data centre portfolio. Based
on our research on the supply-demand and market dynamics, we conclude
that data centre location, customer mix and business model are the key factors
for a data centre portfolio’s value and growth potential. (1) data centres in top-tier DC cities
will enjoy robust growth, despite market concerns of oversupply nationwide; (2) a customer
mix with internet and cloud players will provide visibility due to pre-commitment as well as
co-location benefits for long-term growth, even with lower margins initially; (3) we also prefer
wholesale data centre to retail data centre operators, with the former gaining market share.
A data centre service provider in China has to apply for an Internet Data Centre (IDC) license.
IDC business segments mainly refer to: (1) data centres, (2) content delivery networks (CDN)
and (3) cloud storage (or Infrastructure-as-a-service [IaaS]). CDN and cloud service providers
are the customers of data centre operators, but all three businesses are regulated by the IDC
license. (Until recently, CDN licenses were issued separately).
Data centres primarily house electronic data storage and telecommunications systems.
Operators generally provide power backup, redundant data communications, temperature
and humidity control, as well as facility security. Rental income is a major source of revenue.
In this report, we focus our research on the data centre segment.
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Data centre market in China
Expect c.20% p.a.
demand growth in
the medium term

A

According to IDC Quan, total revenue for the IDC market grew by 32% to
Rmb94.1bn in 2017. We estimate that total revenue from data centre services was
Rmb61bn in 2017, accounting for c.65% of the IDC market. The remaining 35%
includes content delivery network (CDN) and cloud related services etc. IDC Quan
forecasts IDC revenue to register c.30% p.a for the next 3 years. Based on our interviews with
data centre operators, we expect demand for data centres to grow in a parallel manner with
c.20% p.a. in the next 3 years.
Historically, traditional industries account for less than 20% of data centre demand. Cloud and
internet applications (multimedia content, internet, e-commerce, internet game and mobile
applications) account for c.80% of data centre demand. We expect the business growth for
cloud and internet applications to register 100%+ and 20%+ p.a. respectively in the next 3
years. This will in turn drive the demand for data centre. In the long term, storage demand will
also be driven by the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Virtual Reality (VR)
applications. The segmental demand will drive overall data centre demand to grow by c.20%
for the next 3-5 years.

Data centre market in China (2015-2020)
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Source: IDC Quan, DBS HK
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Who drives new demand?
Cloud players

According to Alibaba Cloud, the IaaS cloud service market is growing at 100%+ p.a. This will
be the major growth driver for data centre services and accounts for c.70% of new demand
for some major data centre operators. Major players in the IaaS cloud service market are
Aliyun, China Telecom and Tencent Cloud which accounted for 41%, 9% and 7% market
share in 2016 according to IDC. These cloud service providers look for multiple data centre
sites and usually require higher electricity density, longer contract periods and flexibility for
capacity expansion.
Cloud service providers usually lease space on a large scale from wholesale data centre
operators. We reckon that cloud providers prefer not to build their own data centres due to
huge capital expenditure (capex) requirements, long construction cycles and inflexibility of
service deliveries.
Data centre mar China IaaS market (2015-2018) ket in China (2015-2020)
US Billion
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Source: Alibaba Cloud

China cloud market share by revenue (2016)

Others

Aliyun

37%

41%

Jinshan cloud

6%
Tencent cloud

7%

China Telecom

9%

Source: IDC
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In China, IDC licenses are restricted to Chinese entities. Global cloud players have to form
partnerships with local players to offer cloud services. They are also required to host their
content in China. For example, Apple decided to build a data centre in Guizhou for iCloud
users in China. Expansion of global internet giants into China will also drive demand for local
data centre services.
Global cloud service providers with local Chinese partners
Global cloud service providers

Local partner

Apple cloud

Guizhou local government

AWS

Sinnet

Microsoft Azure

21Vianet

IBM

21Vianet
Source: Companies, DBS HK

Financial and government institutions have contributed significantly to the data centre market.
However, these institutions are more cautious in adopting cloud applications due to security
concerns. When network security for cloud services improves, more financial and government
institutions might migrate their IT applications to the cloud.

Internet companies
and application
developers

Internet companies and application developers such as e-commerce players, multimedia
content providers, digital payment companies and location based service application
developers are also major customers of data centres. Their businesses demand strong
network infrastructure support, data storage capacity and data processing power.
IDC estimated that the worldwide data digitalisation will increase from 9.3 Zettabytes in 2015
to 44ZB in 2020, representing a growth CAGR of 36.5%, with 48% contributed by media
content.
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Worldwide data digitalisation (2005-2020)
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Data centre supply in China

A

ccording to MIIT, there were 1,641 data centres in China, amounting to 1.24m
cabinets at the end of 2016. The average utilisation was low at c.50% due to
the mismatch of supply and demand. Capacity under construction was 437 data
centres with 1.25m cabinets. Around 85% of new capacity will come from large
and ultra-large data centres which are mainly located in lower-tier DC cities. Small-to-mid data
centres under construction, which are mainly located in developed cities and top-tier DC cities,
only contribute 15% of total capacity under construction.
China data centre capacities and projects under construction
Scale of data centres
Number
of Data
Centres
Number
of
Cabinets
Utilisation
rate

In operation

Under construction

Ultra-large

16

40

Large
Small-Mid
Total
Ultra-large
Large
Small-Mid
Total
Ultra-large
Large
Small-Mid
Total

109
1516
1641
141000
352000
751000
1244000
29.01%
50.16%
54.67%
50.69%

131
266
437
496000
562000
192000
1250000
NA
NA
NA
NA
Source: MIIT, DBS HK

Telecom operators are the largest players
Data centre service providers are categorised into: (i) telecom carriers (or telecom operators)
and; (ii) carrier-neutral data centre operators. Telecom operators are the major players in the
data centre market, accounting for c.50% of the market share. China Telecom (728 HK) has
the largest market share of 32% followed by China Unicom’s (762 HK) 13%. Major carrierneutral data centre operators are GDS (GDS US), 21Vianet (VNET US) and Sinnet (300383 CH).
CDN service providers such as Wangsu (300017 CH) and ChinaCache (CCIH US) used to lease
servers from data centre operators. However, they started to build their own data centres for
hosting customers’ content. The main reason for this is to enhance customer stickiness.
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China data centre market share by revenue (2016)
China Telecom

Others

32%

32%

1% AtHub
2% GDS
2% Sinnet
3% Dr Peng

China Unicorn

13%

Wangsu
1% 21 Vianet

7%

China Mobile

7%

Source: Companies, IDC Quan and DBS HK

Government’s data centre construction blueprint
According to the “Guidance on the construction planning of data centres” (关于数据中
心建设布局的指导意见) issued by the regulators, the government is encouraging data
centres to be built in different locations and sizes according to their functions. The guidance
segregates the data centre market into type 1, type 2 and type 3 areas based on the climate,
energy resources and demand. Small-mid data centres for mission critical tasks and real-time
applications should be built in developed cities (type 3 areas) based on market demand. Larger
data centres are encouraged to be built in remote areas (type 1 and type 2 areas), taking
climate and energy resources into consideration.
Guidance on construction planning of data centres
Types of data
centres

Sizes of data
centres

Ultra large
data centres

>10k cabinets Climate and energy supply are most
important factors. Mainly for data
centres that have lower service
requirements such as disaster recovery.

Type I areas and type II areas with suitable
climate and rich energy resources

Large data
centres

>3k cabinets

Climate and energy supply are most
important factors.

Priority should be given to Type I and type
II areas but type III with suitable climate
and rich energy resources can also be
considered

Small and
medium data
centres

<3k cabinets

Market demand and energy supply are
important factors. Mainly for real-time
applications, user location proximity and
availability of energy supply.

Areas near users and demand

NA

Encourage enterprises to utilise cloud
computing energy saving technologies to
integrate, refine and upgrade the built
data centres.

NA

Built data
centres

Factors to consider

Recommended areas

Source: MIIT, DBS HK
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Guidance on construction planning of data centres

Source: MIIT, DBS HK

Major data centre projects in Guizhou
China Telecom cloud computing
Guizhou Information Park

(中國電信雲計算貴州信
息園)
Location
Floor area
(sqm)

Gui'an New District
340k

Planned scale

60k cabinets

Total budget
(Rmb)

7,000m

China Unicom (Gui An) Cloud
Computing Base

China Mobile (Guizhou)
Company Data Center

(中國聯通（貴安）雲計算 (中國移動（貴州）公司數
基地)
據中心)
Gui'an New District

Gui'an New District

320k

191k

72k cabinets

46k cabinets

6,000m

2,000m

Source: Companies, DBS HK
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Major data centre projects in Inner Mongolia

Location

China Telecom Cloud Computing China Unicom North-west
Inner Mongolia Information
(Hohhot) Base
Centre

China Mobile (Hohhot) Data
Centre

(中國電信雲計算內蒙古信
息園)

(中國移動（呼和浩特）數
據中心)

Hohhot Sheng Le Park

Planned area
(sqm)

1,006k

Planned scale

100k cabinets

Total budget
(Rmb)

17,300m

(中國聯通西北（呼和浩
特）基地)
Hohhot Hongsheng Industrial
Park

Hohhot Sheng Le Park

598k

720k

33k cabinets

52k cabinets

12,300m

12,000m
Source: Companies, DBS HK
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Mismatch of supply and demand

T

here have been market concerns of oversupply in China’s data centre market due to
overall low utilisation rate of c.50%. However, our research suggests that there is a
geographical mismatch of supply and demand, which is more relevant to analysing
the market dynamics, pricing and evaluating a data centre portfolio. The strong
demand for data centre services is mainly from Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen
(top-tier DC cities). However, new data centre supply in these cities is limited due to scarcity
of land and power supplies. We believe utilisation rate is high at c.80%+ for established data
centres in top-tier DC cities and demand will continue to grow at 30%+ p.a. The estimated
demand for data centres will be 832k cabinets, which is 33% (or 205k cabinets) higher than
the forecasted capacity of 627k cabinets in 2018. Proximity favours network stability and
latency, which are crucial factors for mission-critical and time-sensitive tasks. Customers also
value location proximity to save travel time for date centre maintenance.
On the other hand, supply in lower-tier DC cities (i.e. cities other than Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen and Guangzhou) is abundant due to supportive policies of providing land and
power at discounted costs. However, utilisation remains sub-optimal at around 20-50% as
demand for data centres is unlikely to shift to lower-tier cities in the next 3-5 years. Going
forward, ultra-large and large data centres under construction mainly in lower DC cities will
account for 85% of new supply.
Region data centre supply-demand in China (2018

Source: MIIT, DBS HK
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Top-tier DC cities
Robust demand. Data centre demand is concentrated in a few of China’s top-tier DC cities
where economic activities are robust and network resources are abundant. According to MIIT,
the estimated demand for data centres will be 832k cabinets in 2018, 33% (or 205k cabinets)
higher than the forecast capacity in 2018. Proximity favours network stability and latency,
which are crucial factors for mission-critical and time-sensitive tasks. Customers also value
location proximity for data centre maintenance.
For example, in Shanghai the demand for data centre services is partly driven by securities
firms, due to their proximity to the Shanghai Stock Exchange. In Beijing and Shenzhen,
demand is driven by internet companies with headquarters in these cities.
Tight supply. Data centre supply in top-tier DC cities is tight due to scarcity of land supply
and electricity capacity. It is difficult to secure properties and premises in city areas for data
centre development. Electricity requires prioritisation by power grid companies and approval
from local governments. The average utilisation rate of data centres in top-tier DC cities is
around c.60-70% (80%+ of established data centres), which is considered high because newly
completed data centres usually take time to ramp up operations. We estimate supply shortages
in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou & Shenzhen of 114k, 55k and 36k cabinets in 2018.
In Beijing, there are no new data centre projects within the Fifth Ring Road. In Shenzhen,
power supply is a bottleneck to adding data centre capacity. The size of data centres in toptier DC cities is generally smaller at less than 3,000 cabinets.
Expect shortage to widen. The aggregate supply in top-tier DC cities was around 84k in FY18.
Our study suggests that future new supply will be more difficult. If we were to assume annual
additional supply of 84k (or 15% growth y-o-y) going forward, total supply will reach 711k
and 795k in FY19 and FY20 respectively, supply shortage will widen as the demand is growing
faster at 20-30% than the supply increase of 15%.
Data centre supply and demand in top-tier DC cities
k cabinets
1400
1200
1000

Shortage

800

Supply

600
400

Total
demand in
top-tier
DC cities

200
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: MIIT, DBS HK
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Data centre supply and demand in top-tier DC cities
Area

Cabinet
capacity in
operation in
2016

Cabinet
capacity under
construction in
2016

Estimate of
cabinet capacity
in operation in
2017

Forecast of
cabinet capacity
in operation in
2018

Beijing

146,000

40,000

166,000

186,000

Shanghai

183,000

112,000

239,000

295,000

Guangzhou
& Shenzhen

130,000

16,000

138,000

146,000

Forecast of
Supply surplus/
cabinet capacity (shortage)
demand in
2018
300,000
350,000
182,000

(114,000)
(55,000)
(36,000)
Source: MIIT, DBS HK

Lower-tier DC cities
Sluggish demand

In view of rising demand for data centres in China, different enterprises, local governments
and data centre operators are building data centres in lower-tier DC cities (i.e. cities other than
Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou). Examples include Foxconn, Huawei and the
Guizhou province government. Telecom operators are also building data centres in remote
areas such as inner-Mongolia and Guizhou.
Lower-tier DC cities are less ideal for data centres due to the lack of network resources and
distance from business locations. In lower-tier DC cities (mostly remote areas or non-business
areas), there are only a few telecom networks, which is not ideal for mission critical and realtime tasks. For example, internet companies focusing on user experience require superior
network infrastructure and value network performance over costs. Distance from business
operations would result in higher maintenance cost and lower efficiency (long travel time)
for lower-tier DC cities. Demand for data centres in remote areas is mainly from storage of
infrequently used data (cold data).

Unabsorbed supply

In lower-tier DC cities such as Guizhou and Inner-Mongolia, there are ultra-large data centres
that can house up to 100k cabinets. Land and electricity costs are low due to supportive
government policies. For example, electricity cost in remote areas is only c.Rmb0.3-0.4 per
kwh vs c.Rmb0.8-1.5 per kwh in top-tier DC Cities. The price of data centre services in lowertier DC cities are at up to 50% discount to those in top-tier DC cities. We estimate that
utilisation in these date centres is low at 20-50%, according to our interviews with data centre
operators.
In the medium-term, we expect supply in lower-tier DC cities to grow slowly. Telecom
operators contributed most to data centres in lower-tier DC cities. They have launched ultralarge data centres in remote areas such as Guizhou and inner Mongolia, but the current
utilisation remains low. Thus, further data centre build-out should decelerate, in our view.
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Data centre supply and demand in lower-tier DC cities
Area

Cabinet
capacity in
operation
in 2016

Cabinet
capacity
under
construction
in 2016

Estimate
of cabinet
capacity in
operation in
2017

Forecast
of cabinet
capacity in
operation in
2018

Forecast
of cabinet
capacity
demand in
2018

Supply
surplus/
(shortage)

Central region
Anhui

18,000

17,000

27,000

36,000

Hubei

33,000

102,000

84,000

135,000

Hunan

10,000

22,000

21,000

32,000

Henan

18,000

54,000

45,000

72,000

Jiangxi

5,000

17,000

14,000

22,000

Shanxi
Total

19,000

91,000

65,000

110,000

103,000

303,000

256,000

407,000

8,000

14,000

14,000

21,000

31,000

46,000

54,000

77,000

220,000

187,000

230,000

181,000

60,000

58,000

Western region
Ningxia Hui Autonomous
Region
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous
Region
Qinghai

5,000

1,000

6,000

6,000

Shaanxi

26,000

10,000

31,000

36,000

5,000

54,000

32,000

59,000

25,000

50,000

50,000

75,000

Gansu
Sichuan
Tibet Autonomous Region

1,000

7,000

4,000

7,000

Guizhou

34,000

36,000

52,000

70,000

Yunnan

9,000

23,000

20,000

32,000

Chongqing

21,000

7,000

24,000

28,000

165,000

246,000

287,000

411,000

Heilongjiang

13,000

19,000

23,000

33,000

Jilin

27,000

23,000

38,000

49,000

Liaoning

34,000

2,000

35,000

36,000

Total

74,000

44,000

96,000

118,000

Total
Northeast Region

Source: MIIT, DBS HK

Demand shift
unlikely

Internet user experience is affected by two main factors, bandwidth and latency. In China, the
average bandwidth per cabinet is around 500Mbit/s, which meets basic demand. Network
latency is dependent on the distance and time needed for signals to be transmitted from
one network to another. According to MIIT, real-time applications such as online games and
payments require less than 10ms network latency.
In China, network latency is high due to poor inter-connection between operators. Longer
distances increase network latency and instability. It would take a long time to improve
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network structure due to legacy problems, network security and legislation. As such, it is
unlikely that demand will shift from top-tier to lower-tier DC cities in the next 3-5 years.
Cloud and internet clients may demand cold data from data centres, from time to time. Data
centres in top-tier DC cities that have strong customer relationships are likely to expand into
lower-tier DC cities, on the back of secured orders, utilisation and pre-commitment.

Stable price trend

In top-tier DC cities, we expect price to remain stable in the next few years amid supply
shortage. In lower-tier DC cities, prices are more dependent on operating cost, in particular,
electricity cost which is the largest cost component but also relatively stable. Our study
reaffirmed our view of stable pricing in China’s data centre market despite abundant supply in
lower-tier cities. Price leaders are telecom operators that have the largest market share. They
also lease some of their data centres to third parties providing retail data centre services.
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Market consolidation in
top-tier DC cities
Fragmented market

C

hina’s data centre market is still a fragmented market with 1,391 companies holding
IDC licenses. 596 licenses are for nationwide services while the remaining 795 local
licenses are for services in provinces. Around 73% of licensed companies posted less
than Rmb10m revenue in FY15. Only 3% of the companies posted revenue of more
than Rmb100m.
China data centre market - share breakdown by revenue scale
100 - 200m
50 - 100m
20 - 50m

5%

5%

200m and above

2% 1%

5m or below

34%

10 - 20m

14%

5 - 10m

39%

Source: IDC Quan

Expect acquisition
of incomplete
projects and lowertier data centres

Capacity expansion of data centres’ resources (land, properties and premises) in top-tier DC
cities is challenging. We expect more leading data centre operators to acquire incomplete or
low-tier data centre projects in top-tier DC cities. Some smaller scale data centre operators
may lack capital or operational expertise to complete data centre projects, leaving some
“incomplete data centres” in the market. Existing low-tier data centre operators may also
lack capital to upgrade facilities. These incomplete projects or low-tier data centres have
pre-secured land / properties / premises and power supplies. They could be ideal acquisition
targets for leading data centre operators that are eyeing capacity expansion.
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Wholesale data centres
gaining market share

R

iding on the solid growth of cloud services, we expect carrier-neutral and wholesale
data centre operators such as GDS and AtHub to gain market share. Cloud service
providers are major customers of wholesale data centre operators. On the other
hand, they are competitors of retail data centre operators. Telecom operators offering
retail data centre services and IaaS cloud services also compete with cloud service providers.
We expect cloud service providers to prefer leasing from carrier-neutral data centres.

Wholesale, retail and cloud businesses
Wholesale data
centres

Wholesale data centre operators usually lease their space to one or a few large clients with
highly customised specifications. For example, cloud players typically require higher power
density. Major services include physical security (entrance control), uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) and air conditioning.
Contracts tend to be longer, up to 5-10 years. Customer stickiness and retention rates
are high. Prices should be lower because electricity and bandwidth costs are usually billed
separately to customers. The target customers are usually cloud service providers, retail colocation companies and large organisations or corporations.

Retail data centres

Retail data centre operators usually lease individual racks or cabinets to clients. The facilities
are usually designed and standardised by the operators. Major services include physical
security, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), air conditioning, telecom and proximity services.
Customers tend to utilise more value-added services, such as connectivity enhancement.
Contracts tend to be shorter at 1-3 years. Customer stickiness and retention rates are also
high but lower than that of wholesale data centres. The prices are usually higher due to
value-added services. Electricity and bandwidth pricing are standardised and packaged with
rack space. The target customers are usually small and medium enterprises, internet content
companies, social media application developers.
The tenant mix is critical to data centre operators’ overall profitability. A good balance of
household and commercial data traffic would optimise bandwidth cost. Data centre operators
use peak data traffic to provide connectivity bandwidth. However, there are idle times and
under-utilisation of bandwidth resources at certain periods. Commercial data traffic is high
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during office hours but low at night. Conversely, household data traffic is low during office
hours but high at night. Tenants such as cloud service providers may attract other companies.

Cloud business

IaaS cloud services are regulated through IDC licenses in China. Cloud service providers such
as Alibaba, Tencent and Kingsoft are customers of wholesale data centres. On the other hand,
they are competitors of retail data centres. IaaS cloud services mainly include data storage,
database management and computation, network and security services. There is no control
on physical infrastructure on the customers’ end.
The nature of cloud services allows flexibility for users, in terms of usage and service levels.
Storage, bandwidth and other value-added services are charged on-demand. For example, a
company with a small cloud data base like Aliyun can be charged based on the number of
hours used (e.g. Rmb0.29/hour). Target customers are similar to those of retail data centres.
Conclusion. Going forward, we expect wholesale data centres to gain more market share,
mainly because their major customers (cloud service providers) are growing at a fast pace. The
growth of IaaS cloud service providers has been much faster than retail data centres in the
past few years. We expect this trend to continue as more internet companies and application
developers choose IaaS cloud services with one-stop solutions, flexibility of bandwidth and
storage resources deployment and more value-added services.

Comparisons between wholesale and retail data centre and IaaS cloud services

Physical
control by
customers

Services

Pricing

Contract
period

Example

Wholesale
data centre
services

Yes

Highly customised data centre facilities.
Based on space
Services include physical security, UPS and
air conditioning

5-10 years

GDS and
AtHub

Retail data
centre
services

Yes

Standardised data centre facilities.
Services include physical security, UPS,
air conditioning, telecom services and
proximity services.

Based on space,
bandwidth and
power supply

1-3 years

21Vianet

IaaS cloud
services

No

Standardised packages of data storage,
database storage and computation,
network and security services.

Based on data traffic,
storage, bandwidth
and/or computation
resources

On demand Aliyun

Source: MIIT, DBS HK
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Carrier-neutral data centres vs. telecom operators
The major competitive advantage of telecom operators is direct access to its backbone
network. However, data centres owned by telecom operators mainly serve to support their
core business of network broadband services. Data centres are frequently packaged with
broadband services and other enterprise IT solutions, limiting the data centres’ connectivity.
Operators of carrier-neutral data centres either build their own facilities or lease them
from telecom operators. Many data centres choose the leasing option, due to prohibitive
requirements of building their own facilities, such as capital, technology, land and other
resources. Compared to the telecom operators, carrier- neutral data centres are not limited
by telecom providers or provincial connection problems. They may provide more efficient and
optimal internet connections.
Telecom operators offering retail data centres and IaaS cloud services are competing with
cloud service providers. We expect cloud service providers to prefer leasing data centres from
carrier- neutral data centres. Riding on the strong growth of the cloud services market, we
expect carrier-neutral data centre operators such as GDS and AtHub to gain market share.
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Critical factors to evaluate a
data centre portfolio
(1) Location
We identified location as one of the most critical factors for evaluating a data centre portfolio.
Firstly, end customers value location proximity. Secondly, there is geographical mismatch of
supply and demand. Data centres located in cities with tight supply will definitely be more
valuable, as they will enjoy robust business growth with stable pricing.
The strong demand for data centres’ services is mainly from Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou
and Shenzhen (“top-tier DC cities”). However, new data centre supply in these cities is limited
due to scarcity of land and power supplies. On the other hand, supply from lower-tier DC cities
(cities other than Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou) is abundant due to supportive
policies of providing land and power at discounted costs. However, utilisation remains sub
optimal at around 20-50%. The demand for data centres from top-tier cities is unlikely to shift
to lower-tier cities in the next 3-5 years.

(2) Customer portfolio
We expect the data centre industry to grow at c.20% p.a. driven by surging demand for cloud
and internet services. Customer portfolio is another critical factor in evaluating a data centre
portfolio. It represents future growth potential and the long-term competitiveness of a data
centre’s service offerings.
We estimate that cloud service providers and internet companies account for c.80% of
data centre demand. (1) According to Alibaba Cloud, the infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
cloud service market is growing at 100%+ p.a. This will be the major growth driver for data
centre services and accounts for c.70% of the new demand for some major data centres. (2)
Cloud service providers, internet companies and application developers (such as e-commerce
players, multi-media content providers, digital payment companies and location-based
service applications developers) demand strong network infrastructure support, data storage
capacity and data processing power. In general, they pre-commit data centre capacities before
construction, giving data centre operators much higher visibility on growth and investment
returns. (3) Strategic anchor tenants could attract other customers with premium pricing and
returns. For example, Tencent may attract other game developers to co-locate in the same
data centre. This co-location benefit will also raise overall returns in the long term. (4) Strong
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customer relationships would also allow them to expand into lower-tier DC cities, with secured
orders and utilisation rates. Despite concerns of lower initial margins, a data centre portfolio
with a mix of cloud and internet customers should be favourable for long term growth.

(3) Business model
We also compared the target clients of wholesale and retail data centres. We conclude that
wholesale data centres will outgrow retail data centres in the future. Cloud service providers
are usually customers of wholesale data centres but compete with retail data centre operators
for small-medium-enterprises (SMEs) and some internet customers. More retail data centre
users are migrating to cloud services due to higher flexibility on usage and one-stop services.
Therefore, data centre operators are better off with more wholesale data centres.
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Capital expenditure and
returns
Pricing
The price range for wholesale data centre services in tier-1 cities is around Rmb5000-7000
per cabinet per month. The price range for retail data centre services which offers more value
added services in top-tier DC cities is around Rmb9000-10000 per cabinet per month.

Opex
Major operating costs are electricity, depreciation of property, plant and equipment (PPE) and
bandwidth costs which account for around 50%, 20% and 20% of the total operating costs
respectively. In lower-tier DC cities, electricity and land costs are generally cheaper. Earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) margins can reach 40-60% for
data centres operating at optimal utilisation of 80-90%.

Capex
The capital expenditure (capex) of data centres depends on the tier-standard and required
power output of the cabinets. Cost per cabinet in top tier DC cities is around Rmb100kRmb200k. One cabinet on average translates into an area of 10 square meters in high-tier
data centres (including backup power supply and other utility facilities). The major capex is
machinery.

IRR
The internal rate of return (IRR) of data centre projects in top-tier DC cities is high. We estimate
the unlevered IRR to be 10-15%. Due to strong demand, it only takes 1-2 years for data
centres in top-tier DC cities to reach an optimal utilisation rate of c.80%.
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Major data centre operators in
China
China Telecom (728 HK) is an integrated telecom operator. It is the largest fixed-line
and data centre operator in China. Its data centre posted revenue of c.Rmb19bn in 2017,
increasing by c.19% y-o-y to account for c.5% of total revenue. It had c.400 data centres in
China nationwide, hosting 70% of domestic internet content with a capacity of about 260k
cabinets by the end of 2017.
China Unicom (762 HK) is an integrated telecom operator. It is the second largest fixed-line
and data centre operator, with IDC revenue of Rmb10.5bn in 2017, increasing by c.17% y-o-y
to account for c.4% of total revenue. Currently, the company owns 12 national-level cloud
data centres and over 300 local data centres. Thanks to the mixed ownership reform, it has
Tencent, Alibaba, Baidu and JD.com (BATJ) as shareholders. The company is co-operating with
Alibaba to provide public and hybrid cloud services.
China Mobile (941 HK) started as a pure mobile operator and then entered into the fixedline business in 2015. It had IDC revenue of Rmb4.5bn which accounted for less than 1% of
total revenue in 2017. It had 4 national data centres and 45 province data centres totalling
104k cabinets by the end of 2017. It lags behind China Telecom and China Unicorn in the
data centre business due to its focus on the mobile business.
GDS (萬國數據服務有限公司, GDS US), based in Shanghai, is one of the fastest growing
carrier-neutral data centre operators in China. The company focuses on its wholesale data
centre business, which serves major cloud service providers in China. It generated total revenue
of Rmb1.6bn and operated 16 self-developed data centres with an aggregate net floor area
of 89,794 sqm in service by the end of 2017. The company was listed on NASDAQ at an IPO
price of US$10 per ADS in November 2016.
21Vianet (世紀互聯數據中心有限公司, VNET US) is one of the leading carrier-neutral data
centre operators in China. The company focuses on retail data centres to serve internet
companies as well as mid-large enterprises. It had 29.1k cabinets in operations and generated
Rmb3.0bn revenue (+11% y-o-y) in 2017. It also partners with IBM and Microsoft Azure to
offer cloud services which account for c.10-15% of its total revenue.
Wangsu (網宿科技, 300017 CH) is a leading CDN service provider in China. It started to
operate data centres to support its CDN business and hosted customers’ data to increase
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customer stickiness. Supported by 2 self-built and 3 leased data centres, the company
generated revenue of Rmb395m from its IDC business, which accounted for c.7% of total
revenue in 2017.
Beijing Sinnet Technology (北京光环新网科技, Sinnet, 300383 CH) is one of the leading
cloud services providers in China. It co-operates with Amazon Web Services (AWS) to provide
cloud services in China, which generated Rmb2,871m revenue to account for 70% of total
revenue in 2017. It generated Rmb1,079m revenue from its IDC related business which
account for 26% of its total revenue in 2017. The company now operates 23k cabinets and
plans to expand its capacity to 40k-50k in the next few years.
AtHub (数据港, 603881 CH), is one of the fastest growing carrier-neutral data centre
operators in China. Focusing on the wholesale data centre business, it had 13 data centres
and 8.6k cabinets to generate Rmb520m revenue in 2017. In May 2018, it received a service
tender from Alibaba to build 5 data centres which will generate Rmb8.3bn revenue for the
company over 10 years.
Evaluation of data centre portfolio
Location

GDS

Customer

Business model

****

*****

*****

***

*****

*****

***

****

***

Beijing,
Top 5 internet/cloud service
Shanghai,
providers accounted for c.75%
Shenzhen,
of total revenue
Guangzhou
and Chengdu

AtHub

Shanghai,
Zhejiang and
Hebei
21 Vianet

Nationwide

Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu and
Netease accounted for 90%+ of
total revenue
Diversified customer portfolio
ecommerce, social networking,
mobile internet, media, search
engine, financial & insurance
and enterprize sectors

Wholesale

Wholesale

Retail; wholesale data
centre developed
through a JV with
Warbug Fincus
Source: Companies, DBS HK
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does not make any representation or warranty, express
or implied, as to its accuracy, completeness, timeliness
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addressee.
The information herein is published for the information
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incidental damages or any other loss or damages of
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futures, options or other financial instruments or
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and/or employees may have positions or other interests
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financial services for these companies.
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or country where such distribution or use would be
contrary to law or regulation.
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